
Prerequisites 

Installing Extender 2013 on Microsoft Dynamics GP requires that the Microsoft Dynamics GP 
version 12.00.1343 or higher.  This version is available in the January 2013 Hotfix (KB2799678) 
or newer Service Pack, Hotfix, or Compliance Update Patch release for Microsoft Dynamics GP 
2013.   

 

Release Notes 

The Extender integration with SmartList Builder is only available with Microsoft Dynamics GP 
2013 Service Pack 1 (MicrosoftDynamicsGP12-KB2800673-ENU.msp - 12.00.1412).  If you are 
currently using Extender on Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 or Microsoft Dynamics GP 10.0 and are 
using the Extender Resource table options in SmartList Builder, these will not work until Service 
Pack 1 for Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 is installed.  Any existing SmartList Builder built 
SmartLists with Extender Resources will continue to display existing Extender data, but will not 
display any new records entered in Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013. 
 
The Extender integration to Report Writer which allows you to add fields from Extender 
Resources to Microsoft Dynamics GP reports in Report Writer is only available in Extender build 
80 or higher.   
 
If you are using Extender Enterprise on Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013, it is recommended that 

you are using at least build 88 as there are fixes included for the SQL Scripting and Dynamics GP 

Scripting actions. 

If you are using Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 R2 (12.00.1745), you will need to be on Extender 
build 103 or higher for it to be compatible. If you are using a Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 build 
before R2 (12.00.1744 or lower), you will need to be on Extender build 102 or lower. 
 

Upgrading 
 
The documentation on how to upgrade can be found in the Extender Standard/Enterprise 
Manuals in Section 3.  Please be sure to review these steps as there are special steps that need 
to be run for the Extender upgrade to 2013.   
 
The Extender upgrade follows the supported upgrade paths from 10.0 and 2010 that are 
available for Microsoft Dynamics GP.  You can find these on PartnerSource or CustomerSource in 
the Upgrading to Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 Hot Topic.  
 
If you are upgrading and used Extender Standard (sold by Microsoft) on Microsoft Dynamics GP 
10.0 or 2010 and are using Dialogs or Macros, please contact eOne at 888-319-3663.   
 
Please note that most of the tables change when upgrading to Extender 2013.  For a guide to 
the new tables and a comparison between the 10.0/2010 and 2013 tables, please see the 
Extender 2013 Table Structures document. 

 

https://mbs2.microsoft.com/fileexchange/?fileID=83f1f896-6491-48da-943b-a67303dfab7e
https://mbs2.microsoft.com/fileexchange/?fileID=8a22485a-03d7-4877-8720-96fe8a3de2c8
https://mbs.microsoft.com/partnersource/support/selfsupport/hottopics/hot_topic_mdgp2013upgrade.htm?printpage=false
https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource/support/selfsupport/hottopics/hot_topic_mdgp2013upgrade.htm?printpage=false
http://www.eonesolutions.com/Downloads/Software/Extender/AdditionalFiles/Extender%202013%20Table%20Structures.pdf


Fix List 

12.10.0136 

 Detail Form Report only prints once 

 Lookup restrictions not working 

 Extender Upgrade process updates 

 

12.10.0130 

 Extender Standard: Add Actions window gives user options that are Enterprise Only 

 Error: Not all required fields have been entered is given when trying to print report from 

Extender Detail Form 

 Cannot edit Note Types 

 Create resources before create a solution 

 Accounts data type not available on Standard 

 Extender Window attached to SOP Transaction by SOP Number and SOP Type will not 
display data in SmartList. 

 

12.10.0125 

 Existing Solution shows in Add window 

 On Navigation list when the user enters search criteria they have to tab twice to get to 

the Find Now Button. They want to tab only once 

 Get change error on Customer Item SmartList when add Extender Fields 

 Edit button does not move when Extender Views window is resized vertically 

 Macro action shows path, not name and hot key 

 Extender Actions on additional menus will not show up. 

 

12.10.0123 

 Errors on the EXT_Extender_Activity and EXT_User_Delete_Triggers when launching 

Microsoft Dynamics GP and choosing to install Extender 

 

12.10.0122 

 Calculated Field on Detail window not working on first row of detail window 

 Templates don't run using Menu Option 

 Extender Macro Actions missing Hotkey 

 Edit All Records doesn't work on Lookups 

 Unable to search Extender Fields when SmartList is created from an Extender Form 



 Extender data using SmartList Integration 

 Inserting row in detailed form duplicates the data - removed insert option 

 Edit all records not saving changes 

 

12.10.0118 

 Change User causes Extender to show in the menu more than once 

 Lookup doesn't work on Binary sort order unless all Uppercase 

 Print on Detail Form doesn't print detail rows 

 Creating a lookup field using an Extender from does not allow for selecting the correct 

matching fields on a restriction 

 Inserting row in detailed form duplicates the data 

 Extender Window Detail Data not upgraded 

 Invalid Column Name PT_Palette_ID updating to GP 2013 from GP 2010 Extender 

Enterprise 

 Non-string data does not print in Detail Window Report (1-5) 

 

12.00.0110 

 Upgrade checks for duplicates in the Windows and Detail Windows data records 

 Views can use Forms as second table when only have ID and Description 

 

12.00.0103 

 Not all data being upgrading when multiple windows upgraded 

 Increased speed of window data upgrade 

 Detail lines on forms can't be edited until after record is saved 

 Detail lines on windows can't be edited until after record is saved 

 Detail lines on forms can't be deleted until after record is saved 

 Detail lines on windows can't be deleted until after record is saved 

 Second detail lines on forms can't be expanded until after record is saved 

 Second detail lines on windows can't be expanded until after record is saved 

 Forms with detail lines won't run disable or enable actions 

 Note lists on forms not exporting note types 

 Lookups to other forms not being reassigned correctly on import 

 Linked lookup numbers not being reassigned correctly on import 

 Using VCR buttons on forms with 2 IDs and a custom lookup as the first ID throws error 

 Journal Entry copy doesn't copy Extender data on lines 

 Sequence number on Journal Entry lines not defaulted until after line save 

 Detail window data not transferring from quote to order to invoice 

 Restriction on Extender lookup throws error 

 Script to get GP field from window will not update an Extender parameter 



 Improved speed of data upgrade from previous versions 

 Extra window fields not deleted when form deleted 

 Solutions not being deleted when containing actions 


